Stability, electronic and magnetic properties of embedded triangular graphene nanoflakes.
Stability, electronic and magnetic properties of triangular graphene nanoflakes embedded in graphane (graphane-embedded TGNFs) are investigated by density functional theory. It is found that the interface between the embedded TGNF and graphane is stable since the diffusion of H atoms from the graphane region to the embedded TGNF is energetically unfavorable with high energy barriers. The electronic and magnetic properties of the system completely depend on the embedded TGNF. The band gaps of graphane-embedded ATGNFs (armchair-edged TGNFs) arise due to the quantum confinement, while the special characteristics of nonbonding states of graphane-embedded ZTGNFs (zigzag-edged TGNFs) play an important role in their electronic properties. As the edge sizes increase, the differences of band gaps between graphane-embedded TGNFs and the isolated ones decrease. Furthermore, owing to the partially paired p(z) orbitals of edge C atoms, graphane-embedded ZTGNFs exhibit a ferrimagnetic ground state with size-dependant total spin being consistent with Lieb's theorem. Our work provides a possible way to obtain TGNFs without physical cutting.